Automatic Video Indexing with Incremental Gallery Creation: Integration of Recognition and Knowledge Acquisition
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Abstract

A framework for integrating the processes of object recognition and knowledge acquisition is proposed and applied to solve a task of automatic video indexing based on personal appearance events in a video stream. Spatiotemporal segmentation using multiple cues and example-based adaptation of a known person gallery are combined in a prototype system which demonstrated successful results in our preliminary experiments.

1 Introduction

Object recognition plays a crucial role in our visual system by associating sensory inputs to the internal knowledge about known objects stored in memory. This association provides us with information required to interact with the environment. Another important aspect of the visual system is learning: autonomous knowledge acquisition from raw sensory data. Newly encountered objects need to be added to the previously acquired internal knowledge. Furthermore, since appearances of objects may change continuously, the internal knowledge about the objects has to be incrementally updated in order to maintain accurate representations.

Our investigation focuses on the fact that processes of object recognition and knowledge acquisition are not independent of each other. The state of adaptive internal knowledge constrains the performance of the recognition process. In turn, the results of the recognition process provide a basis for the knowledge adaptation process. This interdependency suggests that these two processes need to be modeled together in a single framework. In computer vision, the task of object recognition and knowledge acquisition has often been treated independently. Most previous systems for example-based object recognition have treated the internal knowledge of objects as a static object gallery which was generated manually [1]. Thus the performance of these systems relies on the specific gallery that the developers chose to use.

The long-term goal of our research is to integrate object recognition and knowledge acquisition into a single example-based architecture introducing a dynamic relation between the performance and the state of internal knowledge. In this architecture, a system learns while performing; the internal knowledge about objects can be incrementally adapted from experiences, in on-line fashion, so that the performance of the recognition process will remain robust against temporal variations of object appearances. A direct and practical advantage of this integration is the automation of the gallery creation, which was usually done manually in previous studies.

Weng and Hwang [8] recently proposed an online incremental learning system for the task of face recognition. Their system is based on statistical approximation methods such as PCA and LDA for recursive partitioning of the input feature space. These statistical approaches are usually time-consuming and require recomputation of the internal model each time a new sample is added. An example-based approach simplifies the implementation of incremental learning since the previously acquired knowledge can be modified simply by addition or subtraction of samples.

In order to illustrate the proposed architecture, we developed a prototype of an automatic video indexing system. The task of video indexing takes a video stream as input and extracts events from it by spatiotemporal segmentation. These extracted events can serve as symbolic indices of a visual database, which can be used to reduce the search-time complexity of the database. In general, the definition of these events includes a wide variety of objects and their behavioral states [5]. In this study, we concentrate on an event of personal appearance which provides information of who appears when in an input scene. Satoh and Kanade [4] demonstrated a technique for indexing facial identities by associating cooccurrence of faces in a visual stream and names in corresponding closed-captions. They did not ad-
dress, however, the issue of incremental knowledge acquisition based on visual information and assumed a static gallery of names. Our system extracts events of personal appearances by spatiotemporal segmentation of an input sequence. Each segmented person is then recognized from a personal gallery which is continuously adapted by the results of this recognition process. The rest of this paper describes this system and results of preliminary experiments.

2 The System

2.1 Spatiotemporal Segmentation

In the first stage of our system, we use facial information to segment an input sequence in space and time; a combination of multiple cues is used to extract spatiotemporal clusters of faces from the input.

For spatial segmentation, facial regions within each frame are detected by a coarse-to-fine search using motion, convex shape and facial similarity cues [6]. The motion and convex shape cues are first applied to each frame, resulting in a set of region of interests (ROIs). Each ROI is then cropped and normalized to a fixed size (128 × 128 pixels). We perform a bunch graph matching [9] on these normalized ROIs with a coarse graph (16 nodes). A similarity value between the ROI and the bunch graph is used as a confidence measure for the presence of a frontal face. A threshold function is applied to this confidence value in order to determine whether a given ROI contains a face. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the result of this process.

A time-discontinuity cue of the facial movement trajectory is used for temporal segmentation. The facial movement trajectory connects smoothly moving faces in consecutive frames. When a new face is found in a frame, it is kept track of in the following frames. The trajectory is discontinued when 1) no face is found within a current frame or 2) a spatial displacement of a face between two consecutive frames exceeds a proximity threshold (thus violating a smoothness constraint). This spatiotemporal segmentation results in a set of sub-sequences, each of which contains only the face of one person. These sub-sequences serve as inputs for the next stage.

2.2 Identification and Gallery Adaptation

In the second stage, two processes take place simultaneously: 1) the estimation of an identity from an input sub-sequence and 2) the adaptation of a personal gallery according to the results of this estimation process.

Each input sub-sequence in this stage is represented by two cues: a sequence of a) Gabor-jet based facial representations [9] and of b) color histograms of the torso in each frame of the input. Each frame of the input sub-sequence is subjected to a bunch graph matching with a fine graph (48 nodes), resulting in a sequence of the facial representations (see figure 2). A region of the torso is cropped from an original color frame at a location determined heuristically from the corresponding facial position. For the torso region in each frame, histograms of color pixel values are computed separately for each field of the Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) color space (see figure 3). This representation of a single frame by
the pair of a facial representation and a set of torso-color histograms (one for each color field) is called a \textit{view representation}. A personal gallery contains a set of entries, each of which represents a single person. Each entry consists of a prototype and a set of view representations. The prototype is defined as an average of all the view representations in the entry. Thus it consists of an averaged facial representation and a set of averaged torso-color histograms.

The identity of an input sub-sequence is first estimated by a nearest neighbor search with the facial similarity cue. Only when the facial similarity cue cannot provide sufficient information, is the torso-color cue used. A similarity value between two facial representations is computed by averaging the normalized dot-products of two corresponding local feature vectors (jets) on every node of the facial graph. The input is compared to a gallery entry by averaging the facial similarities between each facial representation of the input and a prototype of the entry. The entry with the highest average similarity is chosen as a candidate and its similarity is used as a confidence measure which is subjected to a threshold function. If the confidence value exceeds a threshold, the input is identified as this candidate. Otherwise, the decision is deferred to a next step with the torso-color cue. A similarity value between two torso-color representations (HSI histograms) is given by an average of Kolmogorov distances of the Hue and Saturation histograms \cite{7}. The Intensity histogram is not used in order to mitigate influences from illumination variations. Torso-color similarity between the input sub-sequence and the candidate’s prototype is computed by averaging the similarities between each torso-color representation of the input and a prototype of the candidate. This average torso-color similarity is subjected to another threshold function. When the torso-color of the input is very similar to the one of the candidate, the input is identified as the candidate. Otherwise, it is recognized as a previously unknown person. The threshold for the torso-color similarity is set with a qualitatively more strict criterion than for the facial similarity, in order to reduce a risk of false identifications caused only by similar torso-color.

The personal gallery is modified each time an input is recognized. When an input is identified as a known person, a sequence of view representations from this input is added to a corresponding gallery entry and the prototype of this entry is updated by recomputing new average representations. When the input is recognized as an unknown person, a new entry is generated from this input and added to the personal gallery as a new person.

Figure 4: Examples of the system’s output. Top table displays a personal gallery automatically generated from a test input sequence. Middle and bottom tables display personal events extracted from the test input in each column. First row of the tables describes event number, 2nd: starting frame number, 3rd: ending frame number, 4th: identity label of this event, 5th: facial view of the starting frame, 6th: most similar face to the prototype, 7th: facial view of the ending frame.
3 Experiments

Our proposed system has been tested with scenes from a podium speech setting with freely moving speakers. In such a setting, the movement of speakers would create a variety of image variations (e.g., translation, scaling, depth rotation, and expression). Moreover, speakers may sometimes move in and out of the field of view and the illumination condition may change drastically. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the system's output with a test sequence. This test sequence was captured by a cam-corder in a seminar room environment. It consists of 1800 frames and contains three speakers, speaking at a podium, moving freely, and reappearing to a podium occasionally. Our system successfully extracted six personal appearance events from this input, identified each person correctly, and automatically generated a correct personal gallery. Note that frame gaps between the personal appearance events corresponds to situations, where no speaker was present in a frame of view or the rotation of a speaker’s head was very large. An average throughput of this system was one frame per second on a SGI workstation with a R10000 processor. We have tested this system with several other test sequences including more illumination variations (turning a room-light on and off) and audiences (moving audiences between a speaker and a camera). Speakers were correctly recognized except a few cases, in which two personal gallery entries were generated for a single person due to the illumination variations.

4 Discussion

We have described a framework for integrating the processes of object recognition and knowledge acquisition, as well as its application for the task of automatic video indexing based on personal appearance events. The integration of the two processes provides not only a basis for biological plausibility but also some practical advantages. For example, recognizing a person we have not seen for many years is a difficult task even for humans since the effects of aging may change personal appearances considerably. The state-of-art face recognition systems still cannot solve this problem completely [2, 3]. Our approach may serve as a sensible solution to this problem by automatically maintaining a personal gallery up-to-date, instead of matching a current picture to ones captured many years ago, which is inherently a difficult task.

The Results of the preliminary experiments presented in this paper is encouraging although our system is based on very simple implementation designs. Additional tests with more difficult variations and longer input sequences are needed for further development of the system.

The use of the torso-color cue in our system is intuitive but would not be an optimal choice; it assumes that one person dresses the same way over time. Over a long range of time, this assumption may become impractical. However, to use only the facial cue would not provide sufficient information when the size of a facial image is very small (see figure 1) or front views of a face are not available. Therefore, additional visual or auditory cues may be incorporated to improve our system. The decision function used in the second stage of our system is based on a sequence of simple threshold functions which require a parameter tuning. Learning these functions from experiences would be another future topic. Furthermore, as a video indexing application, our system could be extended by adding modules that analyze events other than the personal appearance.
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